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. This paper describes the development of t~o forecasting ~dels ~hich are in
use in the current estimating work and ~ill illustrate their use for a group
of five States for August 1, 1962 dELta. The forecasting I::cdelswhich have
been developed are based on the observed characteristics
of the fruiting
pattern of the cotton plant. As these models have been developed over the
past several ~'e8.rs, additional information on the fruiting pattern has been
introduced into the models so that they nowreflect a greater use of this
kind of infol"1llationthan they did earlier.
In addition, it is expected that
the need for grcG.ter reliability
'Will result in even more of this type of
information being introduced into the models in the future.
Several earli~r studies were available as a basis for deriving th~se models.
One study ~as I1edein the early t\-Tenties, anotherin the late thirties and.
early forties in connection with a crop weather project, and a third study
was made in cor.nection with the irrigation of cotton in the West. All of
these studies madeavailable detailed information on the fruiting pattern of
the cotton plant by tracing the history of individual bolls tl"..rougha growing
season. This type of infornation is extremely helpful in developing reliable,
predicti:lg models. The use of this detailed data collected under experiment
station conditions posed. several problems, OJl!Ong
which are: (1) the construction of the models, (2) a logical translatien of the model into observable
characteristics
in Bu-~eys at less frequent intervals (in this case at
essentially monthly intervals), and (3) the development of constants or
parameters for the models which would apply to the data observed and to the
forecast date specified.
OnAugust 1the cotton plant is setting fruit
rapidly e.nda substantial part of the fruit is still to be set. Thus, 1t is
necessa~- to predict the fruit to come. For this, the fruiting pattern of
the cotton plant is required.
Whenthe plant is three to four weeks old it begins to set fruit.
The fruit
first appears as a bud or square ~hich in approximately three ~eeks will
develop into a bloam~ After several days the bloomwill dry up and drop
from the plant and becomea small boll.
It takes about two and a half 'Wceks
more
for the small boll to attain maxiIwmsize. In most areas, it takes a fruit
bud approxiInately sU: weeks to rea.ch its maximum
size and then another three
to four weeks to mature.
The first modelwhich will be described is based upon a fruit load curve
which we developed froIll the early studies.
Here the observed fruit on the
plant at any time is expressed as a percent of the n:aximum
fruit lond which
the plant ~ill carry. This is then related to the length of time ~hich has
elapsed since squn.riD6started.
Chart 1 illustrates
the nature of this
relationship as shmin by the dashe(l curve line.
The straight solid line
represents the ap?rox~tion
to this curve which we use in practice.
FrOtl
this we see that if we consider a time whenthe first s~lare appears as the
zero point, three 'Weekslater 'Wehave our first bloomand at this t1me we
have about half of our maxiIll'JIIl
fruit loud. At the end of approxiIr..atelysix
weeks we expect our first large boll to C1.ppear
and we have our ID8'XiJrlll1n fruit
load which the plant will cnrry.

- 2 Chart 1.
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Nowin order to use this 1DB.Ximum
fruit load relationtiip, we must first count
the fruit in"cu several categories and then determinethe stage of development
for each field we are workins with.
Fruit Categories
Xl ••Large bolls
~ •• Small bolls and blooms
X3 = Squares
The fruit are counted for each set of sample plots by the following categories.
The large bolls one inch or more in diameter are comlilered one category, the
small bolls and bloomsas another category, and the ~ares as our third
category. The sample plots are then classified into~
stages of developJDeIIt based upon the type of fruit counted on the plam.
.

Category 1
Category 2
t,.

Category 3
Category 4

'.

20 or more large bolls per 1«; foot row"
Snall bolls or blooms and les than 20
large bolls
- Squares only
•. Fruit ing has not started
-

In Categc:'Y1 113 the grouDwhere troiting bas been gdDg 0:1 for six weeks or
more; these arc those plots that buve 20 or n:ore lc:.rgebolls. The significance of requiring 20 or ~re large bolls before we Chssif.y the plot into
Category 1 is a rather simple one. If there are as mmY as twenty large
bolls 1n 9. plot this n:eanathat on the average ba.lf oYthe plants will have
one or more large bolls.
Category 2 are those plots 1;Ie.thave szr.a.llbolls

- 3 and/or bloo::lSbut as yet do not have as manyas 20 l~rge bolls in the plots.
Category 3 are those sample plots toot have only s~,uSJ-res
but no older fruit
such as sr-.all bolls, blooms, or larGe blooms. Ca.te(Sa?ry
4 is the caGewhere
fruiting bas not started and we have no fruit.
Havin(!;classified each plot
into one of the3e four cateGories, we then will refer to Chart 1and see if
we can determine an average percent of a n:aximum
load: for each group. Those
'plots that have no fruit obviously are on the left h~d portion of Chart 1
.snd have zero percent of their tr1lxin:um
load. Those p;1tots which bo.vesquares
but no older fruit on th~m a.re someplace betueen the: zero point and three
weeks of aGe. F01~a large nll.lLcerof plots we E\:3sun:e
tthat they will average
a weeks and. a half old and will have 25 percent of tbI1!IrAXimum
load. For
those plots that have blooms and smll bolls but no lrerge bolls, we \1ill
assume e6r.ainfor a large numberof fields that they ~11 have an average
age of four and a half weelts which on our chart implies 15 percent of the
maximum
load. Finally, our last c'ltegory, those fielc'fs that have 20 or
more large bolls, has 100 percent of their maxiInum
lomd. In order to arrive
at an average fraction of a maximum.
load, we weight eBlchone of these
fractions of a Jna."t1mum load by the percent of the plats in that category.
Avel·e.g~LlOi'°<:i)'l'i!un f.-Ilit load = ANFL
..•......
1.00 F~ + .15F2 + .25F3 + 0'F4
Where Fi a Fraction of fields in each maturity category
Maturity category

Fraction of samples
(Fi)

NUmberof samples

1

571

2

271

3
4-

247

.1~90
.232

.212

77
1,166

Total

.066
1.000

If' we look at the above formula and table we see for tme August 1, 1962
data what this classification "Wasfor a group of States which we call the
late fruiting States.
This group of Sta.tes includes Alrkansas, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Oklahoma,and West Texas. In the third cOlnunn,we see that .490
of the plo~s "Wcrein Category 1 and .232 in Category 2:» .212 in Category 3
and .066 ill Category 4. If we use these Fi IS in the albove formula, we
calculate the average maximum
f:oaction of a full load &s .717.
AMF.L

a

(1.00)(.490) + (.75)(.232) + (.25)(.212) + 0 (..cm66)

Bow i.r we J_c.Cl;~
a.t the table below l-7e will see the actual

I:

count of fruit

the three c~~~gcries 'Whichwere described earlier.
Table 1.

Fruit Counts Per 40 Feet

Category of Fruit

--

...•.

Large bC'lls
S~ll bolls and blooms
Squares
Total fruit

·
•
·

••
••
••

••
••
•

·

ar

.717

Row

Number

79 ..J.
159.16 .

542.6

781•.
3

by

- 4 Total of all kinds of fruit on the plant on Auguot1 "Q$ 781.3. 110Y
if ye
take a look at the following for~u1a we see howthe ~mum fruit load is
derived.
l'.axinlum
fruit load

=

Vi\.XF
= nei

ME

WhereXi = Numberof fruit
Maximum
fruit load

=

781.3

7717

for the ttllcategory

= 1089.7

Having obtained the n;ax1mum
fruit load we then calc\1lJr&(
an average slope
from tbe fruit load curve as shownin Chart 1. The aY:«'Bge
slope, of
course, is the averase rate at Ybich fruit are increaang on the plant.
It is clear, if ye look at the chart, that those fieltlswhich have not
started to fruit bave a slope of zero. For those field[ in wh:i.chsquaring
has started durins the first siX weeks the slope is 8.1:Jply
the height of
the curve, which 1s one, divided by the length of t1met'he fruiting has
been going on, which is siX weeks, so the slope duringth1s interval, 1/6.
After the fruit bas reached the large boll category, 'th€-slope is then
again zero. In order to get an average slope for thegcup, we weight
the slopes of these three groups by the fraction of tbesaJIIples that fell
in th~se three groups as follows:
Average slope

=
II:

S

=

O·Fl + 1/6 (F2 + F3 + F4)

4
1/6 11'i:::

1/6( .232 + •• 212 + .-(6)

2

• .085
Wehave placed the fields with no fruit at the zero poimlon this curve for
the reason that squaring is generally ready to start ormy have already
started but the fruit has shed. For situations in whit:hthere are very few
fields in this category this seems like the best assump1i.bn
to makeon the
slope for fields '-lith no frJ.it.
If a large fraction oftte fields were in
Category 4, then we should not assumethat they were just ready to start
fruiting but were lrAybea week or so away from fruitingscd should treat
them as though the rate of fruiting was zero. In effec1;,the average slope
is computedrather simply by getting the fraction of tbefields that fall
10 Categories 2, 3; and 4 and multiplying them by 1/6. If we look at the
computations mdc a.bovewe see that 'the rate of fruitiImwas .085. 11ext,
we convert the rate of fruiting from a relative value 'toan absolute 'total
by multiplying it by the maximum
fruit load. This conveta the rate to
absolute numbersof fruit (called WeeklyRate of Fruit ~)
WeeklyRate of Fruiting = WRF= S x r.~

= .085 x 10&;7 • 92.6

Nowbaving obtained the weekly rate of fruiting or the Be at 'Whichfruit
are being added to the plant as of August 1, 'Wemakeuseof the fact that
if plants are adding fruit at a rapid rnte then it is l±ely they will
continue to do so and will form large bolls in the next :.~wweeks. The
numcerof bolls that are added after August 1 has been rdated to the weekly
rate of fruiting as a meansof predicting the additiona11iolls that are to
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be added to the plant after August 1 and which cen 'te expected to mature in
the mannershownin Chert 2.
Chart 2. Bolls to be added after August 1
based on l-leeklyrate of fruiting
Bolls
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WeeklyRate of Fruiting
For August 1, 1962, with 8 ,.,eekly fruiting rate of 92.6, we see that if we
read on the line above 92.6 that 153 bolls will be added after August 1
which can be expected to mature. Having established the numberof bolls to
be added, we are then ready to forecast large bolls expected.
Nowlooking back to !Cable1 we see that with· 153 bolls to be added that the
total b~lls we my expect to reach maturity by this n:ethodis X.l (large bolls
present), plus X2 (smll bolls plus bloom)which gives a total bolls present
of 238.1 for this date, plus Z (bolls to be added after August 1.) These
componentsgive a total bolls expected to mature of 391.7.
1\

Total bolls expected = TBE=X-). +X.2 + Z = 79.1 + 159.6 + 153.0

= 391.7
~ way ot summary,let us recap model one. First J we wish to predict a
JlBXimum
fruit loa.d for the sample units; next we computedthe average rate
at which fruit are being set on the plant as of August 1, and finally we use
the average rate at which bolls are being set on the plant to predict the
additional bolls to 'be formed after August 1. This componentwith the count
of bolls already set provides the forecast of total bolls expected at harvest
time •
For model 2 we were able to glean from the same earlier studies the fact that
fruit which appeared on the plant first had the best chance of surviving.
Fruit which appeared late in the season have very little chance of surviving.
Since the conditions under which these observations vere madewere highly
specie.lized, we decided to obtain our ownprobabUity of survival for the
classes of fruit that 'Wecounted on AUGUst
1. Wedid this by tagginG the
large bolls and the sn:all bolls on Augt4st1 \lith dif:ferent colored toga.
The only fruit that we did not tag were the squares which appeared later as
the bolls without tags. After we tagged bolls and blooms for several years 1
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we derived fairly ste.l"lle averaGes of the fraction of :rtuit that would survive
in each one of the catcGories.
He use'l these avera~ probabilities
for
several years and fer larGe bells the averaGe fraction surviving has worked
quite well.
However, for the srr.all bolls, blooms, em squares 1 it has
fluctuated someuhat frOI:lya3.r to year.
The apparent ~ascn for this is that
-the large bolls having survived or been retained by tb,"plaut till" August 1
are very unlikely to be shed at all.
lVb11esmall boTh::wh:tchmay be just
baroly beyond the bloom stage are muchmore likely tosdled than a small boll
which is about to reach a large boll category.
It shold be clear that the
weekly time scale used on Chart 1 is somewhat crude ad: for the purpose of
getting the age ef different kinds of bolls 'Wasnot smisfactory for the
purpose of indicating the age of tr.e averaGe fruit •. ~ constructed a maturity
index in order to have a more relie.b1e measurement afage.

Xl

o ~ MI ~...1
Xl +
The maturity index is s:.nply the ratio or the percent·.l'hich the large bells
are of the total bolls on the plant.
If a sample fieJ.k1has no large bolls,
it is assumed to have zero or no mturity.
In other 'WXlT.ds,
if a plant has
only one large boll on it and. maybe 50 small bolls theI1on the average the
bolls are quite youne. While if it has 50 large bollB 8I£rl 50 small bolls,
the:} the bolls are substantially
older.
If all the bQ]."Sare 1a.rge, then the
field is mature. Chart 3 shoys the fruit expected to~ive
by the small
00'.1 and bloom category and the square category as ~
to the maturity
index.
Maturity Index = MI

=

xi

Chart

(a)

3
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One additional problem remains. Since all the fruit bave not been set by
August 1, it becomesnecessary, in IIlOststates, to make someallowan.::efor
large bolls to mature from fruit not yet set. This coaJ..dbe done in several
ways, but we have indicated the direct relationship between large bolls to
develop from fruit not yet set and related this to the n.aturity index. This,
relationship is shownby the (b) portion of Chart 3.

"

For August 1, 1962, the large bolls were approxinately 30 percent of the
total bolls on the plant. The index was calculated using the numbersof fruit
given in Table 1.
The value of .290 is read on Chart 3 (a. & 'b) for the three
different curves shown. The probability of survival far the squares is
.281, for the small bolls and blooms .578, and the average for the large bolls ..
is .795, which are applied to the cou.nts fou..."ld
in Tz.bJ.e1. The large boll
~cted
from each one of these categories of fruit is determined as follows:
Large bolls' on plant expected to survive
Small bolls and blooms expected to survive
Squares expected to survive
~erRe bolls to comefrom f}.'lit
Total bolls expected at harvest

:: 62.9
:: 92·2.

::152·5
::

52 .9

360·5

'!'he large bolls expected from fruit not set is indicated end the totals from
the various types of fruit set gives the total bolls expected of 360.5 for
model 2 which we call the Probability of Survival Model.
Having ca.lculated the bolls expected by these two methods, we then do the
obvious and averaGe these two since one seems to be performing about 8S well
as the othE;T. The lorge boll forecast as of AUGUst 1 by this proce.dure gives
376.1. It is not possible to forecast weiGht per boll directly since on
August 1 prp..cticAlly none of the bolls are open, so we must rely on en
historical average boll weight. Weuse the boll weiGht of seed cotton
expressed in grams. For this gr~ of states, the historical average was

·

,
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5.009 grams. This is then multiplied by the munberof bolls to obtain the
numberof grams of seed cotton on 40 feet of row which is the length of
row in the plots.
The next calculation converts the weight of seed cotton
per 40 feet to a gross yield per acre using the factor of .266 to give us a
gross yield of 501 pounds. ltlving obtained the biological or gl'oss yield,
i1; is still necessary to n:akE: alloy;~nce for the fact that the grovlerwill
not harvest all of t~e cotton in his field.
The post-harvest survey, which
is conducted after the farn:;erhas corr.plctedhis harvesting, for the past
five or six years indicates a harvesting loss of about six percent. A
harvesting loss of 30 pounds is subtra.cted from the gross yield to obtain a
net yield of 471 pounds. The corresponding calculation for November1, 1962
1"esultS
. in a net yield of 466 pounds. This cOI:Iparisonus iog only one year
should not be considered as a measure of the accuracy for the August 1 forecast. On the averase, the spread between the August 1 forecast and the final
estimate has been sOltewhatlarger.
The difference in numberof large bolls forecast~d by MOdel1 and Model2
as of August 1962 1s typical for the two models in most years. In general,
two models provide forecasts of large bolls with a maximum
difference of
about ten percent.
The forecasting models for September1 is very similar to August 1 except the
Rate of Fruiting approach is shifted to estimate the f'raction of large bolls
set rather than predicting bolls to be added. This change madeprimarily to
take advantage of the 30 additional days of maturity. l3y September1,
most cotton fields have already set their maximum
fruit load. The second
componentof yield, boll weight, is estimted on September1 for the earlier
States where as mny as one fourth of their OOlls are picked. Most early
..
maturing bolls weigh considerably more than the late It8turing bolls j
"-..,
consequently, weight for the first bolls picked requires a downward
adjustment in order to forecast the final boll ",eight •.

